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AP Photo/Andy KingThe Vikings run a low-risk attack featuring handoffs to Adrian Peterson, and
few big plays.MINNEAPOLIS -- The headline quote from the Minnesota Vikings' postgame locker
room came from tailback Adrian Peterson. 

"They wanted it more tonight," Peterson said after the Tampa Bay Buccaneers scored the final 14
points of a 24-20 victory before a stunned Metrodome crowd. The Bucs had stormed back from a
17-0 halftime deficit, blistering the Vikings for 273 yards and 16 first downs on only 30 plays over
that time period. 

The implication from Peterson,custom nfl jerseys,nike nfl, and a few other Vikings players, was that
the team somehow didn't match the mythical energy the Buccaneers brought from the halftime
locker room. 

Said defensive end Jared Allen: "We must have rested on our laurels." 

Receiver Percy Harvin: "We didn't play 60 minutes and our record shows it." 
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I understand why a player would instinctively reach for that explanation, but strongly disagree that
it was behind the Vikings' second-half collapse. From my vantage point,nike nfl concept uniforms,
at least,nfl home jersey, this game wasn't decided on effort. If we can say anything definitive about
the 2011 Vikings,womens football jerseys,nhl jerseys cheap, it's that they are constructed with
absolutely no margin for error and few alternatives with which to juggle the momentum swings of a
typical NFL game. 

Through two weeks, at least,football jersey numbers,wholesale nfl jersey, the Vikings (0-2) have
been intent on controlling the ball on offense and limiting exposure for their defense. When that
works,plain football jersey, you're up 17-0 at halftime. But when the slightest issue goes awry,
you're left incapable of covering for it elsewhere. To date, the Vikings haven't demonstrated a
quick-strike mentality, or capability,personalized nfl jerseys, on either side of the ball. 

The Vikings are like an old-school locomotive amid a fleet of F-16's. Loaded full of coal, they can
start smoothly and pick up steam on the track. Knock it ever so softly off its tracks,hockey jersey
customization, however,custom football jersey, and its stuck in mud while the rest of the NFL



zooms by. 

"This," quarterback Donovan McNabb said, "is a game we should have won. No doubt about it." 

For that to happen,nfl jerseys cheap, however,patriots football jersey, the Vikings would have
needed their low risk, low-reward approach to continue producing flawlessly. In rolling up their big
first-half lead, the Vikings put together three long and time-consuming drives. Using Peterson and a
passing game that almost exclusively relied on fake runs,nfl team jerseys, they went 90 yards on
12 plays,nfl jersey supply, 82 yards on 14 plays and 75 yards on eight plays. 

McNabb threw for 153 yards in the first half, most of which came on low-risk bootlegs and screen
plays. Relying on power running and a short passing game decreases your total number of
possessions, placing a premium on scoring a touchdown after every drive. 

The Vikings,make your own hockey jersey, however,nike jerseys, had one possession stall at the
Buccaneers' 4-yard line and another at their 11. A touchdown in either instance likely would have
given them an insurmountable lead. 

"The ability to score a touchdown in the second half really would have changed the course of the
game," McNabb said. 

As it turned out, however, the Bucs spread out their offense in the fourth quarter much like they did
at the end of their Week 1 loss to the Detroit Lions. Over the final nine minutes and 41 seconds,
they put together scoring drives of 80 and 61 yards. Receiver Aurelius Benn caught a 25-yard
touchdown pass for one score,osu football jersey, and LeGarrette Blount scored from four yards
out for the winner with 31 seconds remaining. 

Successful NFL teams have the capability to score an easy touchdown every now and then. The
Vikings piled up 398 yards Sunday, but they never came close to scoring from outside the red
zone. Peterson compiled 120 yards on 25 carries, but both of his scores came from inside the 10-
yard line. The Vikings had hoped to jump to an early lead and then ride Peterson to victory, but
there were too many times in the second half when just handing it to Peterson to grind out the
clock wasn't good enough. 

On a first-and-goal at the Bucs' 10-yard line in the fourth quarter,new nfl jerseys nike,nike
basketball jerseys, Peterson lost a yard. That put McNabb in an undesirable position to throw
consecutive passes, both of which fell incomplete. 

Later in the quarter, McNabb faced a third-and-6 from his 26-yard line. There was 4:25 left in the
game, and a first down would have put the Buccaneers into timeout mode. The Vikings' play call
there? A deep pass down the right sideline to reserve receiver Devin Aromashodu,NHL Jerseys
Wholesale,osu football jersey, who was blanketed by cornerback E.J. Biggers. 

McNabb said afterward that the Vikings' performance on those key plays "is something that will be
corrected." But as currently constituted,authentic nfl jersey, and with defenses intent on limiting
Peterson's potential for a big play,nike nfl combat uniforms, the Vikings will have to be perfect to
make it work. Their red-zone touchdown conversion rate was 50 percent Sunday. That's not bad.
What the Vikings didn't have Sunday, nor in their Week 1 loss to the San Diego Chargers,nfl and
nike, is a player in their passing game who can get them an easy touchdown or make the critical
third-and-6 catch with the game on the line. 

[+] EnlargeAP Photo/Charlie NeibergallDefensive end Jared Allen,usa hockey jersey, 69, and the
Vikings were unable to produce a game-changing play in the second-half against Tampa
Bay.Nor,nike jerseys for nfl, to this point, have the Vikings had a defensive player step forward to



make a game-changing play in the second half. Last week, they committed three encroachment
penalties to sustain the Chargers' final possession. On the first of the Bucs' fourth-quarter scoring
drives,nfl jerseys for 2012, the Vikings allowed quarterback Josh Freeman to convert two third-
and-1 plays with 2-yard scrambles. On the next possession, Freeman sat in the pocket and
completed seven of eight passes before Blount's game-winning romp. 

We know that defensive tackle Kevin Williams was completing his two-game suspension. That left
Allen, who had one sack and three quarterback hits earlier in the game, and linebacker Chad
Greenway as the only potential playmakers on the field. Neither stepped up. 

"I don't know what happened,personalized football jerseys," Allen said. "I'm trying to find a positive
word to use. I don't really have one. You look at it, and they had one big run [Blount's 27-yard
score in the third quarter] and one big pass. But they kicked the crap out of us in the second half,
and that sucks,nike nfl equipment,nike football nfl, because we were dominating the first half." 

One big run and one big pass was all it really took to knock the Vikings of the tracks. They didn't
stop playing hard. They didn't make a ton of mistakes. They just fell off the narrow wire they've
given themselves to maneuver. I consider it a crisis of construction, not performance or attitude.
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Just wanted to give you a heads-up that ESPNEWS will be running The Blitz Preseason
Countdown Special on Thursday.

As it stands now (and television schedules always are subject to change),cheap football jersey, I’ll
be the leadoff batter of our eight division bloggers. I’ll make four appearances in the 10 a.m. ET
hour. The plan,china nfl jersey,football jersey numbers, at the moment, is to talk Panthers at 10,
Falcons at 10:15,nike nfl equipment gloves, Buccaneers at 10:30 and Saints at 10:45.
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Let's talk NFC South kickers also a bit because a number of us probably may be talking about them
an all in one lot significantly more once training camps be able to get going.

There's going to be the potential as well as three out of the ordinary battles,and thus let's take a be
on the lookout at each. We'll leave Atlanta around town because Jason Elam may be the probably
as safe as any player everywhere over the an NFC South roster aside from Drew Brees,football
jersey,dallas cowboys jerseys, Matt Ryan and Steve Smith.

But it's rrn no way going to be the same story elsewhere. Let's start throughout the
Tampa,authentic nfl jerseys, where going to be the Bucs may or may not have talented battle
regarding the kickers.



It was kind having to do with a curious keep moving as part of your offseason as soon as the Bucs
inked Mike Nugent to explore an all in one $2.four million contract enchanting a minimum of one
year. That's huge money as well as a kicker,nfl jersey monster,2012 nfl nike jerseys, especially
when you have an esteemed a minumum of one a little as though Matt Bryant. But there's many of
the solid logic behind this more then one.

Since Raheem Morris took above and beyond going to be the Bucs have made aspect clear they
want as much in the way competition as you can possibly imagine at every position. They've
having element at kicker. Nugent missed almost each of them is concerning last season to have an
injury,cheap football jersey,but take heart your dog had around three in line with the very many
years allowing an individual the Jets before that. If she or he can return for additional details on his
a history of form,nfl women s jersey,nfl kids jersey, Nugent not only can they give you a multi
function down and dirty challenge to learn more about Bryant. If never ever,going to be the extra -
large contract isn't that large a multi function deal. The Bucs centered a resource box as a
consequence there rrs going to be among the more a multi functional minimal salary-cap hit about
whether or not they release Nugent.

In New Orleans,create your own football jersey,going to be the Saints have Garrett Hartley as
going to be the one of the more kicker on the roster ?? at going to be the day of the week Hartley
was signed last October and gave going to be the Saints a number of much-needed stability in the
kicking game. The Saints are hoping that will continue,usc football jersey,but take heart Hartley
among the most has half a multi functional season of NFL experience If there are any signs
regarding a tough time,football jersey display case,going to be the Saints won't hesitate to learn
more about take this into consideration several options at kicker.

Carolina has a multi functional a number of things situation throughout the that John Kasay
perhaps be the guardian statesman to do with going to be the team. Even as part of your bloody
NFL world Kasay probably can probably be said on the town one of the more when he or she
chooses to replenish Seriously,nike combat jersey,nike 2012 nfl jerseys,football jersey size chart,
he's got that much in the way credibility so that you have business proprietor Jerry Richardson,nfl
giants jersey,design football jersey,football jersey maker, coach John Fox and general manager
Marty Hurney. And Kasay's never ever ready for additional details on get new.

But that's where enough detailed information online be capable of getting a multi functional little
interesting. The Panthers carried kickoff specialist Rhys Lloyd last year and there's there is no
doubt the individual was a multi functional be of assistance for those times when aspect came to
understand more about occupation position. Lloyd also can hit line of business goals and extra
points,nfl store,but take heart he's rarely ever going for more information on beat out partying
Kasay everywhere in the any of those areas. The issue here could possibly be the roster location
Can Fox utilize them and achieve again afford to explore carry an all in one kickoff specialist or
even is that the person keep this in mind letting punter Jason Baker,soccer jerseys cheap,who has
booted off a long time ago take everywhere over the that a facet for more information on be able
to get another player all around the the roster?
Cheap air jordans for sale
Cheap foamposites for sale
cheap jordan 12
jordans retro 13
Posted by ESPN.com?¡¥s Mike Sando,oregon ducks authentic football jersey

Dan Bickley concerning going to be the Arizona Republic looks back at essentially the most the
past few Cardinals team to explore win a multi functional playoff game. Vince Tobin,nike nfl jersey
pictures,the coach and for that 1998 squad,is that a Cardinals season-ticket hamper Bickley:
?¡ãTen some time ago all of our Cardinals made the playoffs along with the preparing any other
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part time They smothered the Cowboys in Dallas. As Jake Plummer?¡¥s parents celebrated
everywhere over the ould empty Texas bar,auburn football jersey,the team back a completely new
one for more information regarding thousands concerning euphoric fans waiting at the airport. The
Dallas Morning News sifted throughout the wreckage and proclaimed going to be the Cardinals
going to be the team having to do with going to be the durable in your NFC East.?¡À

Bob McManaman concerning the Arizona Republic says Larry Fitzgerald and some many other
teammates aren?¡¥t taking going to be the Cardinals?¡¥ playoff berth as well as for granted. 

Also both to and from McManaman: He checks on the so that you have a multi functional long-
suffering Cardinals fan in whose excitement made sleeping difficult this week.

Kent Somers concerning the Arizona Republic says Cardinals receiver Anquan Boldin has plenty
for more information regarding prove after suffering a multi functional a tiny bit of miscues during
going to be the second half to do with going to be the regular season. Still,nike nfl jersey
prototypes, Boldin is more or less in order to get by continuing to keep a multi function steady
demeanor heading into the playoffs.

Also from Somers: Yes,nfl jersey wholesalers,going to be the Cardinals want for more information
on owned or operated the ball,south carolina football jersey,but take heart by no means at the cost
to do business regarding their power.

John Faherty having to do with going to be the Arizona Republic chatted allowing you to have
Cardinals fans about going to be the team?¡¥s inability to explore avoid an all in one local TV
blackout without countless extensions. Wrote fan Luis Bleuze on the ould e-mail: ?¡ãLoyal fans
always make me aware ways for more information about attend games,football jerseys for sale,
especially playoff games. The Arizona Cardinals are all around the going to be the brink about
actually establishing themselves as a multi function ??home?¡¥ team for more information
regarding Valley fans.?¡À

Michael Silver concerning Yahoo.com profiles Cardinals quarterback Kurt Warner heading into
going to be the playoffs. Warner doesn?¡¥t synthetic for more information on thrive all over the
going to be the the pressure that comes allowing you to have carrying an all in one one-
dimensional offense.

Darren Urban having to do with azcardinals.com says Pro Bowl safety Adrian Wilson aspirations
your dog can properly channel his emotions before kickoff.

Also both to and from Urban: Anquan Boldin obligated be going to be the ?¡ãX?¡À factor enchanting
going to be the Cardinals. He caught 13 passes against going to be the Falcons last season.

Scott Bordow having to do with the East Valley Tribune says going to be the Cardinals can
become exceed expectations household pets as part of your Phoenix sports dilemma about
whether or not they beat the Falcons.

Niners if you are scout Quentus Cumby is predicting a multi function Cardinals victory in excess of
the Falcons largely because your puppy thinks going to be the Atlanta secondary doesn?¡¥t match
around us if you are enough allowing you to have the Arizona beneficiaries He thinks the
Cardinals?¡¥ secondary will also have problems. Cumby: ?¡ãI think I?¡¥m going to educate yourself
regarding have for more information about are involved so that you have Arizona for a minimum of
one because they play tough defense and I don?¡¥t think Atlanta has a ton of horses in your
secondary to learn more about keep in the air so that you have any of those guys.?¡À

Matt Maiocco concerning going to be the Santa Rosa Press-Democrat takes a be on the lookout



at 49ers players scheduled for more information about become boundless at no charge agents
everywhere in the late February. He thinks Billy Bajema may possibly be being able to get too top
end given his a role as a blocking specialist. The offensive you should also consider going to be
the 49ers install might not determine going to be the value of players any of these as Bajema.
Moran Norris was ould unproductive man on the town all around the 2008.

Matt Barrows having to do with the Sacramento Bee is going to put Kentwan Balmer?¡¥s neophyte
season allowing an individual going to be the 49ers all over the way of thinking on such basis as
noting that various newcomer conserving is finished also put around us underwhelming numbers.

Dave Boling having to do with the Tacoma News Tribune says Mike Holmgren?¡¥s departure back
and forth from going to be the Seahawks makes team chief executive officer Tim Ruskell to the full
accountable and for whatever happens over the following Boling also says going to be the
Seahawks wouldn?¡¥t have appeared in Super Bowl XL if you don't have going to be the players
Ruskell added to learn more about the roster notably Joe Jurevicius, Chuck Darby, Lofa Tatupu
and Leroy Hill.

William Tomisser concerning Seahawk Addicts crashes into going to be the second installment
regarding his positional analysis as well as for the team. Part a minimum of one in the following
paragraphs.

Jim Thomas about going to be the St. Louis Post-Dispatch quotes Rams business person Chip
Rosenbloom as saying going to be the team could be the willing to understand more about spend
what a resource box takes to hire a multi functional exceed expectations coach. Rosenbloom is
always that fighting the perception that this individual wants to explore re - sell going to be the
team: ?¡ãI?¡¥ll sticks by what I?¡¥ve said before about the you can possibly imagine sale to do
with going to be the team. If the all the way up provide comes along,patriots football jersey, maybe
I?¡¥m interested,ohio state football jersey, maybe I?¡¥m rarely But we?¡¥re rarely ever in your a
position where we have for more information regarding sell the team. We?¡¥re in your a position
where we?¡¥re trying for more information about make the team as in line with the as you can
possibly imagine So it?¡¥s under no circumstances accurate for more information about say
we?¡¥re cheap at least we?¡¥re trying to educate yourself regarding save money because a
number of us want to explore re - sell going to be the team. If we were doing that,personalized nfl
jerseys,we didn?¡¥t have for additional details on blaze the coach (Scott Linehan),a number of us
didn?¡¥t have to understand more about make changes as part of your front office.?¡À

Mysanantonio.com quotes Marshall Faulk as saying she or he has don't you think interest
throughout the coaching going to be the Rams or at least any all kinds of other NFL team.
jordans for cheap
ANAHEIM ¡§C The tone was spots early for those times when captains Ryan Getzlaf and Sidney
Crosby grappled as part of your edge and jawed by each a great many other on their way for
additional details on going to be the bench,nike football socks,to have Crosby getting in your a
push gorgeous honeymoons as well good measure.
Bobby Ryan checks Tyler Kennedy in your third period.
Yes,nfl giants jersey,the superstars were aligned Friday good night ?- and bouncing off?the glass
and stop boards relating to Honda Center in a multi functional 3-2 Ducks victory.
The game?statistics showed?31 hits in your preparing any other part time and 62 overall.
When the rink stopped rattling,new nfl nike jersey,going to be the Getzlaf-Corey Perry-Bobby Ryan
line combined and then for countless goals,nfl nike jerseys,no less than one assist and eight
relating to going to be the Ducks?¡¥ 19 products everywhere in the goal when matched several
game against Crosby,nfl jersey supply, Chris Kunitz and Pascal Dupuis (and later Evgeni Malkin).
?¡ãIt?¡¥s definitely no less than one to do with the exceed expectations lines in your
game,authentic nfl jerseys,?¡À said Pittsburgh coronary heart Mike Rupp.
?¡ãThey?¡¥re all of them are big they?¡¥re all of them are strong. They?¡¥re fast. They use each a
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number of other if you are That?¡¥s an all in one dangerous line,football america,and then for a
certain.?¡À
Crosby brought to you a couple goals but?Kunitz, Dupuis and Malkin?combined for a minumum of
one assist. They has been doing create a modification of your chances,football jersey nfl,despite
the fact that,customize nfl jersey,Lightning Hockey Jerseys,?especially in your in addition when
Crosby and Malkin?were spending many some time in the Ducks?¡¥ zone.
In his or her media scrum, Pittsburgh coach Dan Bylsma said she or he liked his or her team?¡¥s
performance overall before the affected person was asked about the Getzlaf line.

?¡ãTheir energy is the offensive zone,?¡À Bylsma said. ?¡ãThey play a multi functional one-on-one
almost relating to game and they have any sexual far cycles behind going to be the in order to get
They gave our way of life an all in one large down side to this there in the second period of time
When they now that you have to explore that offensive zone,new nfl jersey,going to be the extra -
large guys are tough to learn more about handle and they can are worried one-on-one and they
make that quite some distance biker That?¡¥s really an all in one electricity.?¡À
As far as the techinques Rupp wasn?¡¥t a little surprised.
?¡ãThat?¡¥s proper way we want to play and quite obviously Anaheim has that designed into their
you should also consider along with very many years today,plain football jersey,?¡À they said.
?¡ãThey always have a multi function in line with the hard working team that not only can they take
the body and play hard,customize nike football jersey,and for that reason a number of us were
expecting that.?¡À
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